
Sacred Body 1421 

Chapter 1421: The ruins of the Holy Spirit, the Emperor Zhun came to ask for his sins, his face was lost,... 

After the end of the journey to the sword mound. 

Regarding the Jianzhong matter, there is no doubt that it has been blasted to all directions. 

Let alone the repression of King Hun. 

After all, with the Sha King and the Fierce King in front, the Hun King was suppressed, which seemed not 

so incomprehensible. 

But another thing is enough to be staggering. 

That is the sword emperor was cut by Jun Xiaoyao. 

This is no small matter. 

It is a major event that will cause a sensation for nine days! 

After all, Emperor Sword is not a cat or a dog. 

It's not like the previous Wang Meng and his ilk. 

He is the true emperor of the penalty zone. 

The most elite figure. 

And most importantly, the sword emperor hadn't been simply beheaded. 

Instead, it is used as a material for refining. 

This is an absolute humiliation for the line of the Holy Spirit. 

After all, no one is willing to be used as materials for refining by others. 

Therefore, when the news came out, it immediately detonated public opinion for nine days. 

"That Jun Xiaoyao is too courageous, he really dared to kill the emperor in the restricted area!" 

"This is completely offending the ruins of the Holy Spirit." 

"Even if forces such as the Jun family are standing behind him, it is estimated that the Ruins of the Holy 

Spirit will not just swallow so hard." 

"Next, there will be a good show." 

For the entire nine days, many forces focused their attention here. 

And when the news reached Xianling, it also caused an uproar. 

"how is this possible…" 

Liu Qiongyan was stunned. 
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She originally thought that Jun Xiaoyao would run into a wall when he went to Jian Tomb this time. 

After all, the Sword Emperor, King Hun and others are all evildoers of the Great Heavenly Sovereign 

level. 

As a result, now, one body fell and the other was suppressed. 

Yun Tianlai was also shocked. 

She was still a little worried about Jun Xiaoyao at first, afraid that Jun Xiaoyao would have an accident. 

Now it seems that she is thinking too much. 

On the occasion of the turbulent nine days. 

Finally, on this day, outside the Jian Tomb, a majestic and stalwart figure arrived. 

That is a quasi-emperor-level holy spirit. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, get out!" 

The mighty voice spread all over the universe and the stars! 

"coming!" 

Outside the Jian Tomb, there have long been monks from all sides waiting here to watch. 

However, a word fell behind. 

The entire Jian Tomb was quietly without echo. 

The quasi-emperor's holy spirit looked a little ugly, and there was boundless anger in his pupils. 

Jun Xiaoyao, killing the Emperor Sword who had refined his line, now he didn't even have the meaning 

to explain it. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, do you really want to live with me in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit? Come out now to 

apologize, and you can still leave a trace of your face." 

However, no one answered. 

This is embarrassing. 

Forcibly broke into the sword grave? 

Totally impossible. 

Not to mention that Jianzhong is one of the top ten restricted areas, but also has its own majesty. 

Even if no one stopped him, the quasi-emperor holy spirit couldn't break in. 

Because outside the sword mound, it surrounds the sword gas galaxy. 

That's not a joke. 

Even if the real Dacheng Holy Spirit stepped into it, there would be danger. 



Not to mention his quasi-emperor holy spirit. 

So this is very embarrassing. 

Forcibly breaking in, no way. 

It seemed to be very shameless to leave just like this. 

As for the real powerhouse in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit, Dacheng Holy Spirit. 

Obviously it is impossible to be born because of this kind of thing. 

And to be honest, this quasi-emperor Holy Spirit did not represent the entire Holy Spirit Ruins. 

Only because Emperor Jian was the emperor of their line, he wanted to settle the accounts. Valley 

But now this situation is really a dilemma. 

In the end, this quasi-emperor holy spirit just had a calm face and sat in the void. 

He is exhausted! 

Don't believe in Jun Xiaoyao staying in the sword grave all his life. 

And this scene undoubtedly caused many nine-day creatures around them to be extremely astonished. 

The quasi-emperor, the Holy Spirit, in the ruins of the dignified Holy Spirit, came with a fiercely 

questioning sin, but was left here. 

This can be called a big laughing stock. 

In this way, time flickered, and a month passed. 

Finally, Jun Xiaoyao appeared. 

He slowly walked out of the sword grave. 

"Jun Xiaoyao!" 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao appear, this quasi-emperor holy spirit radiated boundless anger, and the terrifying 

pressure shattered the surrounding stars. 

However, Jun Xiaoyao is still leisurely. 

"Since Emperor Sword chooses to challenge me, he has to be mortal, so what do you want to do now?" 

"Kneel down and confess, and then go to the Ruins of the Holy Spirit to be punished!" Zhundi 

Shengsheng's tone contained killing intent. 

If it weren't for killing Jun Xiaoyao, the impact would be too great. 

Maybe he will start directly now. 

"Confession and punishment?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's head tilted slightly, with a hint of irony. 



"If I guess right, this should not be the meaning of the Ruins of the Holy Spirit itself." 

"Let Jun Mou guess, maybe the Emperor Sword is a character in your line, and you are alone to seek 

justice for him." 

"But Junmou can say that, if anything happens to me, it will be the whole ruins of the Holy Spirit, not just 

your line." 

Jun Xiaoyao's words made the quasi-emperor holy spirit pale and violent, and almost couldn't help it. 

"Oh, sorry, I almost forgot, now I seem to be from the sword grave." 

"Don't mention the Jun's house, are you sure you want to face Jianzhong now?" Jun Xiaoyao said 

playfully. 

Since Jian Zhong has the meaning of making friends with the Jun family. 

Na Jun Xiaoyao didn't mind pulling the tiger skin of the sword mound. 

And at this moment, in the depths of the void, a figure appeared, looking coldly at the quasi-emperor 

holy spirit in the ruins of the holy spirit. 

It is Sword Seven! 

He is also a high-level quasi-emperor, not weaker than the quasi-emperor's holy spirit. 

"you…" 

The quasi-emperor holy spirit was speechless. 

Everything was guessed by Jun Xiaoyao. 

At this time, a ray of divine thought came from the ears of the holy spirit of Emperor Zhun. 

His face changed, his eyes gloomy as water, and Jun Xiaoyao severely scratched. Then he turned around 

and disappeared into the void. 

Seeing this scene, Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were deep. 

"It's all for this reason, but the Ruins of the Holy Spirit can still bear it." 

"It seems that they are indeed planning something big, maybe they are preparing for the turmoil, so 

they don't want anything wrong now." 

Jun Xiaoyao thought of this. 

As the forbidden area, the Ruins of the Holy Spirit behaved so embarrassingly. 

It's not that they are really so innocent. 

But compared to the life of the sword emperor, they have even more important plans. 

This is not a good sign. 



"I also have to make preparations as soon as possible. When the Nine Days is over, I need to return to 

Xianyu to make preparations in advance." 

A storm ended like this. 

Many creatures in the nine days are astonished. 

Unexpectedly, the Ruins of the Holy Spirit had really reached this level. 

This also caused the pride in the hearts of some nine-day creatures to begin to collapse. 

It can be said that Jun Xiaoyao really shattered the pride of nine days of life with the power of one 

person. 

On the other side, in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit, there are divine thoughts communicating. 

"Could it be that the death of Emperor Swordsman is the only thing left to do?" 

There are big people talking coldly, that is a great holy spirit. 

"It won't be the case, but now, it's not suitable for extra-junctions." 

"That's right, that ‘door’ is about to appear, and the biggest change and purge in history is about to 

happen. We must be fully prepared for the Ruins of the Holy Spirit." 

"It's unwise to confront the Jun family at this time." 

"Then this blood feud, just forget it?" 

"Of course not, the blood debt will eventually be repaid, and the Jun family will not be able to avoid it 

when the real purge comes." 

"What, this cleansing is finally about to take action against the Jun family?" 

The Holy Spirit was shocked and shocked to the extreme. 

Chapter 1422 Xuanzun-level evildoer, colorful Taoist, about to fight in Broken Sky Valley, reincarnation 

sea young master accepts concubine 

In the past turmoil, the Jun family has always been the one on the sidelines. 

Don't intervene, don't stop. 

And because of the Jiutian Forbidden Area, because of some understanding of the Jun Family, he knew 

that the Jun Family's water was too deep. 

So it will not provoke the Jun family. 

This is like a customary rule. 

But now, there is even a big man saying that he wants to take action against the Jun family. 

If this spreads out, it will definitely be a big and earth-shattering news. 

"This is not my decision, nor is the will of Changshengdao." 



"Jangsheng Island..." 

Mentioned here, some of the big figures in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit condensed their voices. 

Nine days and ten restricted areas, although the same is unpredictable, it is high above. 

But faintly, there are also some strengths and weaknesses. 

Although not the kind of particularly obvious difference. 

But you can always compare the high and low slightly. 

And Changsheng Island is the forefront of the top ten restricted areas in nine days. 

Even among the top five in the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings, two are the pride of 

Changsheng Island. 

One of them is the top of the Nine Dragons and Phoenix Rankings. 

This shows how deep the foundation of Changsheng Island is. 

In the past turmoil, Changshengdao is also the most active. 

Even to make a non-figurative metaphor, Changshengdao is a bit like the organizer. 

Forbidden areas such as the Ruins of the Holy Spirit, Emperor Meteorite Mountain, the Sea of 

Reincarnation, and the Beast Cave are the participants. 

"Shooting the Jun family, this is something that has never happened before." 

"What on earth is Changshengdao thinking?" 

"I think it might be because of that Jun Xiaoyao." 

"Jun Xiaoyao? It's just a younger generation. No matter how enchanting, it's nothing more than an ant in 

our eyes." 

"Who knows, if he is allowed to grow like this, no one knows what will happen in the future." 

"In short, this blood feud will not just leave it alone." 

"By the way, Taoist Seven Colors seems to have left the customs." 

"After learning that Emperor Sword had been killed, he should take action. After all, he is the only one 

left in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit." 

"If you can really kill Jun Xiaoyao like this, it will save trouble, and the Jun family can't get angry because 

of it." 

The divine consciousness in the ruins of the Holy Spirit gradually subsided. 

And in an area within the Ruins of the Holy Spirit, there is a colorful mountain. 

A young man who seemed to be quite immortal, walked out of it with a whisk in his hand. 



He has colorful hair, like a rainbow, and looks quite strange and special. 

"Jun Xiaoyao..." 

This person looked into the distance, and there were seven colors of mysterious light flowing in his eyes, 

as if it could annihilate everything! 

… 

After the turmoil in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit ended. 

Nine days of life can be regarded as completely understood. 

Even in nine days, no one can subdue Jun Xiaoyao. 

In addition, Jun Xiaoyao now has a sword grave as a backer. 

Although there are few people in Jianzhong, each of them is an elite powerhouse, and not everyone can 

provoke them. 

So after this, no one came to trouble Jun Xiaoyao again. 

Even the animal den, there is no one at all. 

But fortunately, King Hun and others were only suppressed, and there was still a life left, so they 

wouldn't be as miserable as Emperor Sword. 

And just when everyone thought that nine days could usher in a short period of tranquility. 

A shocking news once again detonated the entire nine days. 

The ruins of the Holy Spirit, the peerless Tianjiao, the colorful Taoist, offer to Zhanjun to stay in the 

Valley of Duantian! 

This news, like a boulder entering the sea, once again caused great waves! 

The two great arrogances of the Holy Spirit Ruins, the Sword Emperor, and the Colorful Taoist. 

The strength of that colorful Taoist is stronger than the sword emperor. 

It is said that his body is the Holy Spirit brewed by the fusion of seven kinds of supreme celestial 

materials. 

Born with seven colors of extinguishing light, the pupils are open and closed, the earth cracks and the 

sky collapses, and the void is annihilated. 

Moreover, the colorful Taoist ranked fifth in the Nine Dragons and Phoenix Rankings. 

It is an existence at the rank of Xuanzun. 

The top five in the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings are all evildoers of the Xuanzun level. 

Of course, the age of Qi Cai Taoist is not too young. 

There is an essential difference from Jun Xiaoyao, who is about thirty years old. 



But overall it can be classified as a young generation of Tianjiao. 

As for Jun Xiaoyao, he became a half-step Xuanzun in his 30s. 

It is a monster, which cannot be treated with common sense. 

It is precisely because of this that the engagement of the colorful Taoists is so eye-catching. 

A Nine Heavenly Dragon and Phoenix Ranking fifth, a mysterious evildoer of the Xuanzun level, would 

not be able to even think about it. 

There is also a place for the battle, the place of Broken Sky Valley, which is also implicitly profound. 

"Broken Heaven Valley, isn't that the most famous forbidden place in my nine days?" 

"The rumor is that at the beginning, the ancient Luangu slayed the ruins of the Holy Spirit, where many 

gods became the Holy Spirit." 

"Tsk tsk, Taoist Qi Cai chose this place because he wanted to kill Jun Xiaoyao, the descendant of the 

ancients, and pay tribute to Xianling?" 

"This is interesting." 

For the entire nine days, all the forces and the Taboo family were discussing this matter. 

Next, the only suspense is whether Jun Xiaoyao will take this battle. 

After all, Taoist Seven Colors is fundamentally different from those Tianjiao before, and the Xuanzun 

level's combat power is not the same. 

As for the realm of Jun Xiaoyao, to be honest, few people really know it. 

After all, if Jun Xiaoyao condensed his breath, it would be difficult for even Emperor Zhun to find out the 

depth. 

The other Tianjiao had never forced Jun Xiaoyao's full strength, and naturally they didn't know anything 

about his realm. 

Everyone is looking forward to Jun Xiaoyao's response. 

In the sword mound. 

When Jun Xiaoyao heard the news, his eyes were a little playful. 

"Fifth in the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings, Profound Sovereign level strength, in the eyes 

of others, it is indeed a peerless evildoer, but..." 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly. 

"Not enough to see." 

When Jun Xiaoyao was in the realm of Xiaotianzun, he had killed the Xuanzun-level Crimson Eyed 

Dragon Lin. 

What's more, Jun Xiaoyao's current realm can almost be called the half-step Xuanzun. 



Xuanzun of the same level was in his eyes, it was really that way. 

With the enchantment of the Qicai Taoist, perhaps it is a lot stronger than the average Xuanzun. 

But now Jun Xiaoyao is qualified to be calm and unhurried even in the face of God and Dao Zun. 

"Well, why don't you want to send the materials to your door." 

"In addition, the place of Broken Sky Valley is a bit interesting." Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly. 

Soon, news broke. 

Jun Xiaoyao took this engagement. 

The whole nine days was shaken. 

All creatures in the restricted zone are ready to witness this battle. 

Countless years ago, the Great Emperor Luangu killed many Dacheng holy spirits and formed the Valley 

of Broken Heaven. 

Today, This battle between the descendants of the com chaos and the evil spirits of the Holy Spirit 

Market is like a kind of inheritance and continuation. 

Who will die this time? 

The whole nine days looked at it. 

There are rumors that even the most mysterious Changsheng Island, Tianjiao will go to Broken Sky 

Valley to watch the battle. 

This shows how far-reaching the impact of this war is. 

And just in the nine days, when it was boiling for the Battle of Broken Sky Valley. 

Another unobtrusive news spread quietly. 

That is, Xuan Li, the second young master of the sea of reincarnation, will accept a concubine in January. 

That concubine's room came from the taboo family under the reincarnation sea, the Situ family. 

His name is Situ Xue! 

Chapter 1423 The plan of the sea of reincarnation, kill two birds with one stone, go to the banquet! 

The matter of the second young master of the reincarnation sea taking concubines. 

Compared to the Battle of Broken Sky Valley, it should be nothing to mention. 

After all, it is too common for the young masters of the restricted area to take concubines. 

Even the proud daughters of many taboo families still do everything possible to become the concubines 

of those emperors and young masters. 

For example, Lu Qing from the Lu family. 



So it stands to reason that this is a normal thing. 

But this news, as if it had eyes long, happened to reach Jian Mound. 

In the sword mound, on a lonely mountain. 

Ye Guchen sat cross-legged alone. 

The begging sword is placed between his knees. 

Although only a short time passed, Ye Guchen's breath became deeper and deeper. 

At this moment, a figure in white clothes stepped into the void, naturally Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Brother Ye, can you still be so indifferent?" Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

Ye Guchen's expression remained unchanged. 

After a long time, he said, "This is the business of the Situ family." 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly and said: "It's a coincidence that the news happened to reach the 

inaccessible Jian Tomb here. This is a shame." 

Jun Xiaoyao had never thought of it, it was clear that Xuanli deliberately. 

"That Xuanli, in the sword tomb, lost to you, in order to disgust you, marry Situ Xue as a concubine." 

"I have to say that these nine-day princes don't have much abilities, but there are a lot of disgusting 

methods." 

Ye Guchen's dark eyes are like night stars. 

He shook his head lightly and said, "I will only make Situ Xue more embarrassed." 

"Although the Situ family is a taboo family, in the eyes of Reincarnation Sea, it is just a dog that can be 

disposed of at will." 

"I went, it's no good to her or Situ's family." 

"But... you will regret it." Jun Xiaoyao looked at Ye Guchen and said. 

"regret?" 

Ye Guchen was silent. 

Suddenly he remembered the little things he had encountered with Situ Xue. 

He accidentally fell into nine days and was picked up by this woman. 

From the curiosity at the beginning, to the rest of the story. 

This woman indeed made Ye Guchen's indifferent heart feel a touch of warmth. 

But it's only a trace. 

He is Ye Guchen. 



It is also a sword demon. 

He is also the Dugu Sword God. 

Following him, it is impossible to be happy. 

"You better think about it, the divorce feast is still one month away." 

"As a friend, I don't mind. I will walk with you, although going to the Sea of Reincarnation is a bit 

troublesome for me." Jun Xiaoyao sighed and laughed. 

He even felt. 

The matter of accepting concubines is not so much aimed at Ye Guchen. 

It's better to say it is against him. 

After all, Xuanmo, the third young master of Samsara Sea, and Xuanli, the second young master, wanted 

him to take a trip to Samsara Sea. 

It seems that there is something in him that attracts the sea of reincarnation. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao can only go with Ye Guchen. 

"I kill two birds with one stone. I want to disgust Ye Guchen and target me. I have to say that I think very 

well." 

"But, who was the one who was ashamed in the end?" Jun Xiaoyao smiled coldly in his heart. 

after. 

One month's time also passed bit by bit. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't bother Ye Guchen anymore. 

If he really didn't go, Jun Xiaoyao would never say anything. 

As for disappointment, it's nothing. 

Jun Xiaoyao is not the kind of idle and nothing to do. 

Even if Situ Xue really married Xuan Li, he wouldn't feel much. 

But Jun Xiaoyao felt that if Ye Guchen wanted to truly set foot on the top of kendo. 

The first thing to do is to get rid of the kendo obsession. 

The so-called not breaking or standing. 

And Situ Xue is the key to getting rid of obsession. 

It can be said that even if Ye Guchen did not go, his future achievements would not be lower than Dugu 

Sword God. 

but… 



It is impossible to surpass the Dugu Sword God. 

Within this month. 

The news of Xuan Li's concubine also spread. 

There are quite a few forces, ready to congratulate them. 

After all, the second young master of Samsara Sea has an extraordinary identity. 

There are many people who want to flatter him. 

The forces of all parties have also begun to converge towards the sea of reincarnation. 

The place where the wedding banquet was held was in the sea of reincarnation. 

This actually surprised many people. 

It stands to reason that this is just taking a concubine after all, not taking a wife. 

It does not need to be held in the Sea of Reincarnation. 

Even, there is no need to hold a wedding banquet at all. 

Although many people didn't understand the reason why Xuan Li was so fanatical, they didn't think 

much about it. 

These young masters in the restricted area may just have nothing to do when they are full. 

Only Jun Xiaoyao and Ye Guchen knew what Xuan Li's purpose was for doing this. 

Sword tomb here. 

When the divorce feast is held for seven days. 

Ye Guchen, who had been sitting on the lonely mountain all the time, was like a petrified Ye Guchen. 

Finally moved. 

He opened his eyes, held the defeat sword, and drew a sword. 

This sword has a very special charm. 

Jian Guang is not fast, and even feels very slow. 

But it gives people a special feeling. 

It seems to make the years wither and make everything old. 

At this moment, a popping sound suddenly sounded. 

"Wonderful, wonderful sword move." 

Jun Xiaoyao appeared, with appreciation in his eyes. 

He already admired the miracle of the gods created by Ye Guchen. 



And this sword, he also appreciates. 

It's different from the kind of domineering world. 

This sword even gives people a feeling of being soft and soft like water. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao appear. 

Ye Guchen didn't say much, put the Qiufei sword behind him, got up and stepped into the void. 

"Are you ready?" Jun Xiaoyao smiled faintly. 

Ye Guchen still had no expression, said. 

"I have understood the new swordsmanship, so I just need to find a sharpening stone to accompany me 

to find it?" 

"No problem." Jun Xiaoyao smiled. 

Obviously he is a straight man of steel, yet he is so duplicity. 

Jun Xiaoyao used the three little kings to pull the cart and left Jianzhong with Ye Guchen. 

After they left. 

The figure of Jian Qi suddenly appeared in the void. 

"Hey, one or two don't worry about it." 

"Is Sword Tomb attracted two troublemakers?" 

Although Jian Qi was helpless, but still secretly followed. 

He wasn't worried about Jun Xiaoyao's safety, after all, the backing behind Jun Xiaoyao was much harder 

than Jian Tomb. 

He was worried about Ye Guchen. 

Ye Guchen can be said to be the only hope for Dugu Sword God to reappear in the world, and there is no 

room for loss. 

… 

The sea of reincarnation is one of the ten restricted areas in nine days. 

Stand forever, immortal and immortal. 

Known as one of the origins of reincarnation, it is mysterious and unpredictable. 

Originally, the Sea of Reincarnation, in the ten restricted areas, was able to compete with Changsheng 

Island for the first and second existence. 

But because of one thing, the sea of reincarnation fell silent. 



That is the Emperor Wushu, who once severely damaged the supreme existence of the sea of 

reincarnation. 

Let that statue exist and sleep till now. 

This is also the reason why the sea of reincarnation is silent. 

But even if it fell silent for a while, is also undoubtedly the background of the sea of reincarnation. 

From this time Xuan Li accepts concubine, it can be seen that many forces have heard the wind and 

rushed to congratulate. 

In the nine-day starry sky. 

The three little kings of the beast cave drove to the sea of reincarnation with Jun Xiaoyao and Ye Guchen 

pulling the cart. 

Ye Guchen was silent, but with a cold expression in his expression. 

Jun Xiaoyao's expression has always been relaxed. 

Even in the sea of reincarnation that was hostile to him, Jun Xiaoyao's expression was always indifferent. 

It is as if the entire nine-day restricted area is nothing more than his playground. 

At this moment, a voice suddenly came. 

"Could your Excellency be Lord Jun Xiaoyao?" 

Chapter 1424: Kun Lingyu disguised as a man, the wedding banquet began, hit the scene... 

Jun Xiaoyao heard about the prestige. 

It was discovered that he was a fair-skinned, thin young monk with red lips and white teeth. 

Looks like a weak Liu Fufeng. 

Although it is dressed in a man's blue shirt. 

But basically it can be seen that it is a woman disguised as a man. 

With bright eyes and white teeth, she looked at Jun Xiaoyao with a hint of curiosity and scrutiny. 

It is no secret that Jun Xiaoyao suppressed the Three Little Kings. 

So as soon as I saw these three little kings pulling carts. 

Apart from Jun Xiaoyao, there should be no one else. 

"It's Jun, you are..." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"Xiaosheng Kun Lingyu, I didn't expect to see the gentleman." 

The monk named Kun Lingyu said. 
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Although she is a woman disguised as a man, she can hardly hide the beauty and beauty between her 

eyes. 

Looking at Jun Xiaoyao at the moment, his eyes were very curious. 

"Is the son really going to the Sea of Reincarnation?" Kun Lingyu continued to ask. 

"What?" Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"If the rumors are good, the son should be the heir of Emperor Wushu, right?" Kun Lingyu said. 

"Yes." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"Does the son not know the old grudge between the Emperor Infinite and the Sea of Reincarnation?" 

Kun Lingyu asked. 

"I know, so what?" Jun Xiaoyao tilted his head slightly. 

Kun Lingyu was completely speechless. 

As the heir of the Emperor Infinitely, to go to the sea of reincarnation, isn't it that you take the initiative 

to jump into the fire pit? 

"My son, do you know that if you go to the sea of reincarnation, you will be in the den of thieves, and it 

will be difficult to figure it out." Kun Lingyu kindly advised. 

"Wouldn't it be more interesting, Junmou would also like to see if Samsara Sea has the guts to leave 

me." 

Jun Xiaoyao's words fell, and he didn't want to delay time here. After a slight nod, he left straight away. 

"Eh, wait..." 

As soon as Kun Lingyu finished speaking, Jun Xiaoyao's shadow was gone. 

She bulged, but turned to another gleam in her eyes. 

"It's worthy of the rumors, the style is supernatural, no wonder Ajiu's sister will be missed day and 

night." 

"It doesn't matter, let's catch up and take a look. I think there must be a good show this time in the Sea 

of Reincarnation!" 

As Kun Lingyu said, she stepped on her feet and disappeared into the void in an instant. 

Here, in the car. 

Ye Guchen said, "The origin of the monk who is disguised as a man is not so simple." 

"Maybe it's another lady in the restricted area, just wandering around in a casual way, let her go." Jun 

Xiaoyao didn't care much. 

Now his attention is all on the side of the sea of reincarnation. 

Ye Guchen's eyes were brilliant. 



This time, the two of them, I am afraid that the entire sea of reincarnation will be stirred up. 

… 

The sea of reincarnation is located in an ancient starry sky. 

And it's in a vast galaxy. 

Looking at it, countless stars are all over it, forming a galaxy that is extremely bright and splendid. 

That scene is too magnificent. 

And in this galaxy, there was a sound like a wave beating the shore. 

It seems that there is a vast sea in it. 

And now, the starry sky is everywhere. 

Many figures are gathered here. 

It was the nine-day monks who came to congratulate him from all walks of life. 

In the center of the Milky Way, a channel opened. 

Everyone filed in. 

And when entering the galaxy. 

The scene in front of me was once again expansive. 

In the galaxy, there is not one continent. 

It's an ocean with no end in sight. 

In the ocean, there are colorful brilliance, reflecting countless illusions, and the world is endless. 

At a glance, people want to sink into it. 

Some Tianjiao even lost their minds for a while and almost fell into the sea, but fortunately they were 

pulled back by the others. 

"Mind and concentrate, if you fall into this sea, don't think of it." Someone warned. 

This is actually a heavy defense of the sea of reincarnation. 

Even the sword mound has a galaxy of sword energy, and the ancient sea of reincarnation naturally has 

its own means of defense. 

At this time, on the other side of the sea. 

One by one flyover, suddenly spread. 

Everyone immediately stepped in on the bridge. 

After they stepped over, they suddenly discovered that ancient stars were floating above the sea of 

reincarnation. 



There are various fairy palaces and pavilions on the stars. 

And the wedding banquet of the second young master Xuanli of the reincarnation sea was just above 

one of the stars. 

There were lights and festoons, and the brilliance overflowed. 

The monks of the Situ family had already been there for a long time. 

All faces were filled with joy and excitement. 

The proud daughter of their family is about to marry the second young master of Samsara Sea. 

Although it's just a concubine room. 

But as long as they can marry, the status of their Situ family will be extremely stable. 

Make an analogy. 

If the Situ family was a dispensable dog to the Sea of Reincarnation before. 

So now, at least the Situ family has become a servant of the Sea of Reincarnation, and not everyone can 

insult. 

At this moment, in the crowd, an old man, with a red face, was very happy. 

It was the Patriarch of the Situ Family. 

Wait until after this wedding banquet. 

It is conceivable that the influence of their Situ family in Jiutian will also expand. 

It will even faintly overshadow some other taboo families. 

And at this moment. 

A transcendent figure arrived in Yuankong, it was Xuan Li. 

"The Second Young Master is here!" 

"I have seen the Second Young Master!" 

Seeing Xuan Li's appearance, all the guests at the scene gave up their hands. 

"See Young Master Xuanli!" 

Patriarch Situ hurried forward and arched his hands. 

Xuan Li faintly waved his hand and said, "The Situ Family is polite. In the future, the Situ Family will be a 

member of the Sea of Reincarnation." 

Hearing Xuan Li's words, Patriarch Situ was even more delighted and bowed and said, "It is an honor for 

the Situ family to be a member of the Sea of Reincarnation." 

"Where is Situ Xue?" Xuan Li asked. 



"Back to the young master, Situ Xue has finished dressing up, she is about to come out." Situ Patriarch 

said. 

Xuan Li nodded slightly. 

He looked at Yuankong, with a touch of deep meaning in his expression. 

"Did you still not come in the end, Ye Guchen, you really can bear it." 

"And Jun Xiaoyao..." 

Xuan Li's eyes narrowed slightly. 

Although he was na Situ Xue as a concubine, he did mean Ye Guchen disgusting. 

After all, Ye Guchen was in Jian Tomb at that time, making him so embarrassed. 

But there is actually another reason. 

Just want to lead Jun Xiaoyao to come. 

This is not just what he meant. 

It still means the sea of reincarnation. 

"Could it be that Mr. Xiaoyao really has any big secrets that are very important to my Samsara Sea?" 

There is also a touch of doubt in Xuan Qi. 

At this moment, Situ Xue, dressed in phoenix crown and hazel, finally appeared. 

With a red hijab over her head, she was led by four red dress maids. 

Cheers broke out immediately. 

There are also many female monks with envy in their eyes. 

Being able to marry into the restricted zone of life, even if only as a concubine, will have a qualitative 

change in status. 

Seeing Situ Xue appearing, Xuan Li also smiled slightly. 

Although the main purpose of his move was to target Ye Guchen and Jun Xiaoyao. 

But I have to say that Situ Xue is also a beautiful woman. 

Although it is not comparable to the three fairies in Xianling, it is also very good. 

Situ Xue stepped towards Xuanli, a little stiff. 

But because she was covered by a red hijab, so no one could see her expression. 

Next, after some rituals, even the ceremony is finished. 

Patriarch Situ couldn't wait. 



And at this moment. 

Suddenly, there was a sharp howling from far away. 

It was the sound of the emptiness tearing apart. 

A sword light pierced through the sky and landed on the high platform, aiming at Xuanli. 

Xuan Li's face condensed, and the power of the law surged when he raised his hand! 

There was a loud noise. 

The sword light fell and stuck in the ground obliquely, it was a wooden sword! 

"The defeated general, today, try your sword with you!" 

Chapter 1425: Dare to look down on the ancient family in the fairyland, the scared Si... 

The cold voice spread all over the sky and the ground. 

All the guests present were stunned. 

On this big day, in this reincarnation sea, provoke the second young master of reincarnation sea. 

Is this desperate? 

And when I heard this voice. 

Situ Xue, who was covered with a red hijab, trembled slightly in her delicate body. 

Void. 

Two figures stepped into the air. 

Naturally Ye Guchen and Jun Xiaoyao. 

"It's Jun Xiaoyao, and the one next to him should be the new descendant of Jianzhong, Ye Guchen." 

"I heard that he is the arrogant of the ancient Ye Family of Xianyu Huang." 

"Just, what's the situation now?" 

The monks present didn't know the love and hatred between Ye Guchen, Situ Xue, and Xuan Li. 

So it was dumbfounded. 

"Sure enough, you are still here." 

Seeing the two arriving, Xuan Li was not only not angry, but a cold smile appeared on his face. 

"Is this a way to go to heaven and you don't want to go to hell?" 

Upon hearing Xuan Li's words, Jun Xiaoyao chuckled lightly: "It's just a sea of reincarnation, it's not, 

really not." 

See the tense atmosphere. 
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All the guests present were silent, afraid to speak loudly. 

The whole scene fell into a weird silence. 

Neither party is easy to provoke. 

Even Ye Guchen. 

With his background in the ancient Ye family, perhaps he didn't really have much deterrence in Nine 

Days. 

But now it's different. 

He is the descendant of Jian Tomb, and his identity immediately changed. 

Not to mention that there is a more terrifying Jun Xiaoyao who is supporting him. 

Both sides are big people and can't afford to provoke them. 

"Little Ye Zi, why are you here!" 

At this moment, Situ Xue suddenly tore off the red hijab with one hand. 

The exposed face is already bursting into tears! 

Ye Guchen's pupils trembled slightly. 

His indifferent and lonely heart was hit for the first time! 

"Little Ye Zi, why are you here? If you don't, maybe I can forget you." 

"And now, what do you want me to do?" 

Situ Xue's cheeks were covered with tears. 

One side is the family, and the other side is the man she likes. 

This is too heavy for a woman. 

Seeing this, the guests present suddenly realized what was going on. 

Dare to love is not to provoke, but to rob relatives. 

"It turns out that the lady of the Situ family has a story with the descendant of Jianzhong." Someone 

whispered. 

In this way, Xuan Li's approach is indeed a bit disgusting. 

Of course, it is impossible for anyone to really dare to say this, after all, they are now in the territory of 

the sea of reincarnation. 

"Situ Xue, what are you talking about!" 

On the side, an old man, Patriarch Situ, was first in a daze, and then furious. 

Obviously only one step away, their Situ family can rise to the top. 



As a result, such a thing happened. 

good. 

Now Ye Guchen is indeed a descendant of the restricted area, and his identity is different. 

But even so, in the eyes of the Situ family, Ye Guchen and Xuanli are still incomparable. 

First, their Situ family has always followed the sea of reincarnation. 

Second, although Jian Tomb is also a restricted area, it is considered special in the restricted area, since 

ancient times there are only a few, more than a dozen people. 

Not to mention weak, but compared to those restricted areas with a large number of people and deep 

blood, it is indeed a bit weak. 

When the Situ family joined the Sea of Reincarnation, they could also take advantage of the general 

trend of the Sea of Reincarnation. 

But what about Sword Tomb? 

Just so few people. 

And the main thing is that Jianzhong did not even participate in the purge. 

It stands to reason that every time there is a major cleansing, the restricted areas can be greatly 

benefited. 

Their Situ family can also follow along. 

So to Patriarch Situ, Jian Tomb is not comparable to the Sea of Reincarnation. 

"I'm sorry, Patriarch, in fact Xue'er already has someone she likes." 

Situ Xue bit her lip so hard that she bit her lips and shed blood. 

But she was still firm and said the answer in her heart. 

Since Ye Guchen has come to look for her, what else can she be afraid of? 

"You...damn it, just for such a small person, what's the use of his identity as a descendant of the sword 

grave?" 

"And his family background, Xianyu Ye Family, what kind of shit?" 

Patriarch Situ was very angry. 

"Ok?" 

In Ye Guchen's eyes, a sharp cold light flashed. 

Although he is indifferent. 

But it doesn't mean that he has no feelings for the Ye Family. 



No matter how the Ye family said it, it could be considered one of the three ancient imperial families in 

Xianyu. How could it be so humiliating? 

At this moment, Jun Xiaoyao put his hand on Ye Guchen's shoulder. 

Ye Guchen is not good at words. 

But Jun Xiaoyao's mouth is very scary. 

The old woman in the line of Xianling Qiongxiao fainted angrily. 

"Old thing, you look down on my lonely ancient family in Xianyu?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's words have a touch of cold play. 

Patriarch Situ stagnated, his face was slightly ugly when he saw Jun Xiaoyao vocalizing. 

"The old man didn't say it was all the ancient families." 

It is also a barren ancient family, and the Ye family may not have much deterrent power in nine days. 

But the Jun family is enough to suppress the existence of the ten restricted areas. 

No matter how courage the Patriarch Situ was, he didn't dare to say that he looked down on the Jun 

family, he didn't have the qualifications yet. 

"Before you said, what is the Xianyu Ye Family?" 

"The Ye Family is the same as my Jun's family. They are the same three ancient imperial families. If you 

look down on Ye Family, you just look down on my Jun's family." 

"My Jun family really doesn't have much ability, but if you are a Situ family, let's just breathe out." 

Jun Xiaoyao said lightly while picking his hands and nails. 

Take a breath and destroy a taboo family. 

Only Jun Xiaoyao dared to talk like this. 

Patriarch Situ's old face twitched, his heart was very angry, but he didn't dare to say anything, he just 

turned his eyes on Xuan Li. 

Xuan Li said indifferently: "Jun Xiaoyao, that's enough, don't think that you can run wild with the help of 

the Jun family." 

"Don't talk too much, a forbidden area that has been abused by Emperor Wu Endlessly, dare to stand 

high in front of Jun?" 

"You..." Xuan Li's face was extremely cold. 

If he hadn't been able to beat Jun Xiaoyao, I'm afraid he would have shot it long ago. 

Jun Xiaoyao turned his eyes to Patriarch Situ again. 



He knew that an important reason that prevented Situ Xue and Ye Guchen from being together was the 

Situ family. 

So you have to beat them. 

"Jun wants to know if I really destroy your Situ family, will the Sea of Reincarnation start an immortal 

war against my Jun family because of this?" 

Hearing the bright threat from Jun Xiaoyao. 

Patriarch Situ's face was as pale as paper, and his body trembled like chaff. 

It is absolutely impossible to know this with the ass! 

After all, before, Jun Xiaoyao killed the Emperor Sword in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit. And the Ruins of 

the Holy Spirit didn't even put a fart, even if a quasi-emperor Holy Spirit came, he finally left in a dingy 

manner. 

Even his emperor was killed, he could swallow his anger. 

It's just a Situ family, and I am afraid that the Sea of Reincarnation will not care at all, let alone fight with 

the Jun family. 

So thought of it here. 

The Patriarch Situ didn't dare to interfere any more, and retracted like a tortoise. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you are not ready for a battle with the Taoist Seven Colors, but instead I came to the Sea 

of Reincarnation to make trouble." Xuan Li said coldly. 

"Wrong, today's protagonist is not me." Jun Xiaoyao stepped back. 

Ye Guchen stepped out one step, raised his hand and grabbed it, then the defeating sword flew back to 

his hand! 

"Today, you are Ye's sharpening stone!" 

Chapter 1426: Create your own swordsmanship, if the sky is sentimental and the sky is also old, the 

young master... 

See the attitude of Jun Xiaoyao and Ye Guchen. 

The guests present were all secretly speechless. 

The territory in the sea of reincarnation is so arrogant, and there is really no one. 

"Ye Guchen, do you really think I'm afraid of you?" 

"At Jian Mound, the reason why your move was so powerful is probably not related to Jian Mound's 

own environment, right?" 

Xuan Li stared at Ye Guchen coldly. 

indeed. 
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On the same day, in Jianzhong, Ye Guchen severely injured him with a trick of a thousand miracles. 

But after all, it was in Jianzhong, with environmental blessings. 

And Ye Guchen himself is the top sword repairer, so the environment like Jianzhong is the most suitable 

for his performance. 

Even the power of the Myriad Gods Tribulation has increased a lot invisibly. 

Xuan Li itself was not considered a sword repairer, so he couldn't take advantage of that kind of 

environment. 

but now… 

Here is the sea of reincarnation! 

It's his Xuanli site! 

"If I defeat you, cancel this wedding banquet!" 

Ye Guchen held the defeat sword with a cold expression. 

Hearing these words, Situ Xue was already in tears with pear blossoms. 

She thought that with Ye Guchen's temperament, she might never come to her. 

But he came. 

Not only that, but also to rescue her from the fire and water. 

At this moment, Situ Xue was completely sure. 

Ye Guchen is her destiny! 

"Then see if you have the ability to grab someone from this young master!" 

Xuan Li said nothing and shot directly. 

Ye Guchen lifted his sword up, and also shot. 

The two collided like sparks hitting the earth, shaking the law of ten thousand ripples. 

Ye Guchen, to save Situ Xue! 

Xuan Li, on the other hand, made a move for the shame! 

It is precisely because both of them have their own goals to win. 

So this time, it is obviously impossible to have any reservations. 

As soon as Xuan Li got started, the emperor realm sternum on his chest began to glow. 

One shot is a great move! 

Ye Guchen looked cold. 



His character can be compared with Jun Xiaoyao. 

In the face of any situation, he is unwavering and without any panic. 

Saw the two men fighting together. 

Many guests were also intently and very concerned. 

One is the new descendant of Jianzhong. 

One is the second young master of the reincarnation sea. 

This battle must be very exciting. 

"Samsara imprisoned!" 

Xuan Liji asked to get started. 

The law of reincarnation emerges, as if turned into a colorful black hole. 

Numerous chains of reincarnation burst out from it, winding towards Ye Guchen. 

It's like pulling it into reincarnation. 

This is an extremely terrifying move. 

Ye Guchen looked indifferent, and waved his defeat sword in his hand. 

Jianmang tears the world apart. 

Obviously it is just a wooden sword, but it is blooming with the bright edge of the sky and the Jedi! 

"So strong, I heard that the descendant of the sword tomb is a Tianjiao of the Immortal Territory, but I 

didn't expect to be able to fight against Xuan Li, who is ranked 11th in the Nine Heavens Dragon and 

Phoenix Ranking, to this point?" 

Seeing the fierce battle between the two, someone sighed. 

Not many people knew about the battle in the sword mound before. 

Obviously Xuan Li wouldn't tell it to others. 

"But how do I feel that Young Master Xuanli's moves seem to be much stronger?" 

"Nonsense, this is the sea of reincarnation." 

Some guests are communicating. 

In fact, the environment has an impact on a person's combat power. 

For example, in a place like Jian Tomb, Ye Guchen's power can be increased by using sword moves such 

as the Myriad Tribulation. 

And now, in the Sea of Reincarnation, Xuan Li can naturally receive the greatest blessing. 

But see the stars below. 



The originally calm sea of reincarnation suddenly began to stir up waves. 

It seems that in the faint, there is infinite secret power, blessed on Xuan Li's body. 

Make his power stronger and his moves more vigorous. 

"This is cheating, not fair!" 

Situ Xue shouted upon seeing this. 

Gu </span> "There is only victory and defeat among monks, and everything else is imaginary." 

Xuan Li didn't mind at all, just sneered. 

Ye Guchen didn't say much. 

As long as it is strong enough, you can defeat everything! 

His heart is full of water. 

next moment. 

Slowly swung a sword. 

This sword is unhappy. 

It can even be said to be very slow. 

But it has a special flavor. 

It seems to make everything wither, and the years are old. 

When the sword was swung. 

Everyone present held their breath. 

They actually seem to have seen love in this sword! 

Everyone's mood is touched by this. 

What kind of sword is this? 

When Situ Xue saw this sword, her heart trembled. 

She has an instinct instinctively. 

This sword was created by Ye Guchen for her! 

"This sword is a name. If the sky is sentimental and the sky is old, if you can take it, you will win!" 

Ye Guchen's words fell, and a sword swung towards Xuan Li. 

If the sky is sentimental and the sky is also old, this is the name of this sword trick! 

Ye Guchen originally lived for the sword. 

But after meeting the woman Situ Xue. 



His mood has quietly changed. 

Plus Jun Xiaoyao's point. 

Ye Guchen incorporated this emotion into the creation of sword moves. 

In the end, this style was created, a very special but powerful sword move. 

Jun Xiaoyao also shook his head with a faint smile, "Even the sword moves are spreading dog food, 

Brother Ye is really getting better." 

Different people were surprised or sighed by this trick. 

But Xuan Li only felt horror! 

This sword seems to be able to wither all things. 

The reincarnation vortex in front of him was smashed by this sword. 

"Not good!" 

Xuan Li hurriedly urged the power of the sternum of the Emperor Realm, and the terrifying light of 

reincarnation surged out. 

However, it still can't stop this sword! 

Xuan Li even felt that he seemed to be getting old. 

The years flowed on me. 

Of course, this is an illusion, Ye Guchen is not strong enough to really change the years. 

This is just a special attribute of this sword move. 

"Does the second young master of Samsara Sea really want to lose?" 

Seeing this scene, all the guests present were amazed. 

If that is the case, it would not only be Xuan Li's face ashamed. 

The entire sea of reincarnation will lose face. 

And at this moment. 

Suddenly, another figure came and intervened to resist this sword move. 

Surprisingly, it is the defeated general of the previous Jun Xiaoyao, the three young master Xuanmo of 

Samsara Sea! 

"It's Xuanmo!" 

Seeing Xuanmo's arrival, everyone present jumped. 

"Huh?" Jun Xiaoyao tilted his head slightly, a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

At this time, another leisurely voice came slowly from a distance. 



"It's worthy of being the new descendant of Jianzhong. This sword move is indeed amazing." 

Hearing this voice, everyone's expressions were stagnant, and then they were surprised. 

"That one is here!" 

But I saw someone dressed in Chinese clothes, the son of abundance, like a jade, walked leisurely. 

There is a special flavor in him. 

Especially in the center of the eyebrows, there is a radiant spirit surging, and the whole person looks 

very detached. 

"Sure enough, it is him, the young master of Samsara Sea, Xuan Mi!" 

Seeing this young man, there was even more commotion and discussion in the presence. 

Unexpectedly, today, we could see the three young masters of Samsara Sea appearing at the same time. 

This is really a rare sight. 

And most importantly. 

When these three brothers are together, and when they are separated, the combat effectiveness is not 

on the same level at all. 

Today's scene is so good! 

Chapter 1427: The 2nd Dugu Sword God, 3 Big Young... 

The gathering of the three young masters of the sea of reincarnation undoubtedly pushed the 

atmosphere to the extreme. 

Xuanmo, the three young masters of the sea of reincarnation, ranked 14th on the Nine Heavens Dragon 

and Phoenix Rankings. 

Xuan Li, the second young master of the reincarnation sea, ranked eleventh on the Nine Dragons and 

Phoenix Rankings. 

Xuan Mi, the young master of the Sea of Reincarnation, ranks seventh on the Nine Heavens Dragon and 

Phoenix Rankings. 

Do not look at the rankings are not particularly high. 

But these three young masters each have a piece of emperor bone of the same origin. 

If the three of them work together, even Wang Yan, Qicai Taoist, and Great Devil King Gu Qianjie would 

have a headache. 

At this moment, Xuan Mi appeared, but did not look at Ye Guchen for the first time. 

Instead, he looked at Jun Xiaoyao with deep eyes, as if he was looking at something. 

Seeing Xuan Mi's attitude, many people around were also muttering. 
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This wedding banquet, I am afraid that the drunkard's intention is not to drink. 

Maybe the real goal of the Sea of Reincarnation is not Ye Guchen, but Jun Xiaoyao. 

After all, if there was only Ye Guchen, the young master Xuan Mi didn't need to show up at all. 

Only Jun Xiaoyao was qualified to let the three young masters of Samsara Sea take action at the same 

time. 

After helping Xuan Li resist this sword. 

Xuan Mosen's cold eyes also looked at Jun Xiaoyao. 

He can't forget it till now. 

When in Xianling Sanxian Cave. 

Jun Xiaoyao beat him like a dead dog, very embarrassed and ashamed. 

And now, there is finally a chance to be ashamed. 

Of course, if you want Jun Xiaoyao to make a move, you need a reason. 

Ye Guchen is the best reason. 

So from beginning to end, this is a game against Jun Xiaoyao! 

The so-called Ye Guchen was just that Xuan Li wanted to take revenge by the way. 

But now, instead of succeeding in revenge, he has lost face. 

This made Xuan Li a little embarrassed into anger. 

He must suppress Ye Guchen today! 

Xuan Li's eyes met Xuan Mo. 

As the three brothers, they are connected with each other, and they don't even need to speak too much 

to understand each other's thoughts. 

next moment! 

Xuan Li and Xuan Mo actually shot together to suppress Xiang Ye Guchen! 

"You are shameless!" 

Seeing this scene, Situ Xue couldn't help but shout, her jade hand clenched tightly. 

But she was the only one who dared to speak like this. 

The rest of the guests were silent. 

Xuan Mo sneered: "The three of us are one body, why can't we make a move?" 

"Shameless you!" 



Situ Xueqi's delicate body was trembling. 

Then, she suddenly looked at Jun Xiaoyao. 

The only one who was able and willing to help Ye Guchen was Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Prince gentleman, please..." 

What Situ Xue wanted to say, but Jun Xiaoyao said directly. 

"Girl Situ, don't worry, Brother Ye's strength is not that simple." 

If the three young masters all shot together, the result is really not certain. 

But now in this situation, Jun Xiaoyao believes Ye Guchen can handle it. 

Sure enough, facing Xuan Li and Xuan Mo. 

Ye Guchen's expression was still cold. 

He didn't say a word, and he took out the sword again! 

Xuan Li and Xuan Mo also shot at the same time. 

As for that Xuan Mi, he stood in the void indifferently, and had no intention of making a move for the 

time being. 

His eyes are more focused on Jun Xiaoyao. 

After all, Jun Xiaoyao is the main goal. 

Here, the three-person war is unfolding again. 

Xuan Mo's arm shined, urging the power of the emperor's hand bones. 

And Xuan Li's chest shined, and the emperor realm's breastbone might burst out. 

What's even more bizarre is. 

Between the two, the power seemed to resonate. 

The power of the hand bones of the great emperor and the breastbone of the emperor realm seemed to 

start to increase with each other. 

The already powerful aura has become more and more terrifying! 

"Sure enough, the two young masters of the sea of reincarnation shot at the same time, and the 

strength is so strong." 

"It is rumored that the three young masters shot at the same time, and the top five Tianjiao in the Nine 

Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings will have a headache. This is really true." 

Everyone present is even more concerned. 

But what is surprising is that Ye Guchen is not in a state of being suppressed. 



He used extreme speed and sword light swept the sky, trying to divide the two people, making it difficult 

for them to join forces. 

At the same time, his own breath exploded, it was like the reincarnation of the ancient sword god, and 

the defeated sword had a world-shaking edge! 

"Huh, how come..." 

Xuan Mi's attention returned to Ye Guchen's side. 

There was also an unexpected look in his eyes. 

At this moment, Ye Guchen's performance reminded him of a generation of peerless taboos in Jian 

Tomb. 

When that taboo existed, Jian Zhong was unparalleled. 

Rao is an ancient forbidden area like the Sea of Reincarnation, and there are some fears. 

That taboo is the Dugu Sword God! 

The period of the existence of Dugu Sword God was also the most prosperous and glorious period of Jian 

Tomb. 

Even the Dugu Sword God brought a lot of trouble to these old-brand restricted areas. 

Forbidden areas such as Changsheng Island, Samsara Sea, Emperor Meteorite Mountain, etc., are very 

jealous of the Dugu Sword God. 

"Sword Tomb, it is absolutely not allowed to reappear a second Dugu Sword God..." 

A cold killing intent flashed through Xuan Mi's eyes. 

If there is a chance this time, it might be possible to kill Ye Guchen. 

Even because of his identity as the descendant of the sword tomb, he was slightly scrupulous. 

But if it was abandoned, Jian Zhong must be furious, but it is impossible to really fight the sea of 

reincarnation. 

But before that, there is still a problem to be solved. 

Naturally Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao is obviously impossible to watch Ye Guchen die or be abolished. 

And here, Jun Xiaoyao also noticed the fleeting killing intent in Xuan Mi's eyes. 

"Are you afraid of Brother Ye? Are you afraid that there will be another lonely sword **** in 

Jianzhong?" Jun Xiaoyao sneered in his heart. 

It seems that the ten restricted areas in these nine days are not monolithic. 

There are even deep contradictions between some restricted areas. 



And this is also Jun Xiaoyao's opportunity. 

If possible, he will draw some restricted areas. 

Just when Xuan Mi and Jun Xiaoyao had different thoughts. 

The battle over there. 

Xuan Li was repelled again, blood overflowing in his mouth. 

Xuan Mo was also shocked back, with a look of anger in his eyes. 

The two of them joined forces, and they were still unable to suppress Ye Guchen. 

And on the contrary, he was hurt by Ye Guchen. 

"It seems that two sharpening stones are not enough, you three, let's go together!" 

Everyone present at the scene was a little surprised by Ye Guchen's words. 

It really deserves to be the person next to Jun Xiaoyao. 

All of them are as crazy as Jun Xiaoyao. 

But Ye Guchen did have crazy capital. 

Everyone is watching his strength. 

Even many people feel that this is another solitary sword god? 

"In that case, the young master will fulfill you!" 

A coldness flashed in Xuan Mi's eyes. 

He just couldn't find a reason to shoot, Ye Guchen's words, on the contrary, he obeyed his will. 

As Xuan Mi joined the battlefield, the situation changed again. 

The breath of the three brothers is completely integrated, and the power is multiplied. 

That breath, has already risen to the realm of Xuanzun! 

"The breath actually crosses a large level, it's really scary!" 

Feeling that breath, everyone present was shocked. 

Situ Xue was even more nervous and worried. 

Jun Xiaoyao is still calm, with a sense of calmness in controlling the situation. 

At this moment, a young monk with red lips and white teeth, and a beautiful face, who was disguised as 

a man, also slipped in. 

It was Kun Lingyu who had greeted Jun Xiaoyao once before. 



"It seems that I haven't missed the good show yet. I didn't expect the three Samsara Sea Brothers to 

appear at the same time." 

"Even if it is my brother, it is a headache for these three people to join forces." 

Kun Lingyu Miaomu also showed interest, watching the battle. 

Chapter 1428: The Will of the Dugu Sword God, Turning The Twice Around 

Right now, Xuan Mi has also joined the battlefield. 

The three young masters of the sea of reincarnation gathered together, and the aura suddenly changed. 

Originally, their cultivation bases were all between the little Tianzun and the big Tianzun. 

But now, the three of them are connected with each other, and their mana is intertwined. 

The aura unexpectedly reached the realm of the Supreme Profound Venerable. 

And it wasn't an ordinary Xuanzun, but rather a powerful Xuanzun. 

It can be said that the current three young masters of the Sea of Reincarnation, even if they are against 

the top five mysterious monsters of the nine-day dragon and phoenix list, are not in the slightest. 

Facing these three people, Ye Guchen didn't have the slightest fear in his eyes. 

The expression is as indifferent as always. 

But he did feel a kind of pressure. 

Although Ye Guchen was in the realm of the Great Heavenly Sovereign now. 

But it's not that the great heaven is great. 

Facing the Xuanzun level's combat power, there was still a certain amount of pressure. 

Not everyone, who can be as enchanting as Jun Xiaoyao, can cross-border shots at will. 

And mainly, Ye Guchen's training time in Jianzhong was too short. 

If you can give him more time. 

Not to mention that he can directly board the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings. 

At least the top three are easy. 

How unusual is the reincarnation of the Dugu Sword God. 

Right now, the three young masters of the Sea of Reincarnation, like a trinity, came to suppress Ye 

Guchen. 

Xuan Mo leaned out of his palms, and the vast mana was intertwined, turning into a huge hand that 

contained a ray of emperor's might. 

Xuan Li, his chest shined, and the layers of reincarnation light surged like waves. 



And the young master Xuan Mi, his eyebrows flickered a little, carrying a noble and vast emperor's 

might. 

What Xuan Mi got was a brow bone, and also the most core bone. 

Not only made his primordial spirit extremely terrifying, it also made him the core of the three. 

The terrifying light of the primordial spirit burst out from the center of Xuan Mi's eyebrows, impacting 

on Ye Guchen. 

"I'll go, the physical body and the soul attack are carried out at the same time, who can bear it?" 

Seeing the trio make a move, many cultivators present at the scene couldn't help but take a breath. 

The three brothers work together seamlessly. 

Both physical attacks and mental attacks are available, and they are crushed in all aspects without 

leaving a trace of blind spots. 

It can be said that even the Seven Color Taoists, the Great Demon King and other top five Xuanzun-level 

Tianjiaos of the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings. 

Faced with this situation, there will be troubles. 

"The descendant of the sword tomb is in the realm of the Great Heavenly Sovereign. Although it is also 

very strong, it is estimated to be suspended." 

"We must win..." Patriarch Situ was also concerned about the battle. 

For him, the best result was that the three young masters defeated Ye Guchen and made him give up on 

his own initiative. 

In this way, Situ Xue can also marry into the sea of reincarnation without offending King Xiaoyao. 

As for Situ Xue, her throat was mentioned in her heart. 

Out of the corner of her eye, she looked at Jun Xiaoyao again, and her heart settled down inexplicably. 

Jun Xiaoyao always has the power to stabilize people's hearts. 

Situ Xue believed that as a friend of Ye Guchen, Jun Xiaoyao would never turn a blind eye to the critical 

moment. 

Jun Xiaoyao has been standing calmly in the void. 

Seeing the three people smashing away at Ye Guchen, a slight smile appeared at the corner of his 

mouth. 

"I press Brother Ye like this for fear that he won't be able to completely activate the power of Dugu 

Sword God?" 

The reason why Jun Xiaoyao didn't intervene now. 



It was precisely because he wanted to see if Ye Guchen could inspire the power of Dugu Sword God in a 

desperate situation. 

This is also extremely important for his future cultivation. 

boom! 

Four people fought together in the field. 

In the fierce collision. 

Ye Guchen's figure stunned and then retreated, his chest churning with blood. 

His tiger's mouth was shattered, and drops of blood flowed out, dripping down along the sword of 

defeat. 

And I don't know if it was because of Ye Guchen's blood. 

The defeating sword was actually faintly shining, and in a vaguely, a terrifying force was brewing. 

"Well, you can still persist?" 

Even Xuan Mi was surprised. 

He has all joined the battle. 

It stands to reason that Ye Guchen should be directly defeated, and he was embarrassed like a dog. 

But he did not. 

Thought of this. 

Xuan Mi's eyes were even more cold. 

Between his eyebrows, that piece of emperor realm eyebrows, released a terrifying soul secret power. 

The three brothers each have an emperor bone, and they have different emphases. 

Three young master Xuanmo's hand bones, focusing on strength. 

The sternum of the second young master Xuanli focuses on mana. 

The young master Xuan Mi's eyebrows focused on the soul and soul. 

At this moment, Xuan Mi released a terrifying soul attack. 

"Reincarnation Emperor Shadow!" 

At the center of Xuan Mi's eyebrows, flaming brilliance bloomed, projecting to Ye Guchen. 

Vaguely, in Ye Guchen's mind, a terrifying emperor realm figure appeared. 

That vast coercion seems to crush his soul! 

"superior!" 



The three brothers are connected. 

Seeing this, Xuan Mo and Xuan Li naturally wouldn't let go of this opportunity. They shot at the same 

time, leaving no room for them to suppress Xiang Ye Guchen. 

This blow continued, not to mention that Ye Guchen was killed directly. 

At least it is not a problem to mark it as half disabled. 

"Little Leaf!" 

Situ Xue couldn't help screaming. 

Because Ye Guchen seemed to be absent-minded, and even his movements were sluggish. 

"What's going on?" Someone was surprised. 

"It's the method of Young Master Xuan Mi's soul attack!" 

Some monks in the sea of reincarnation have a happy expression in their eyes. 

"It's over." Xuan Mi smiled faintly. 

His reincarnation emperor shadow, and even the ultimate soul attacking the method, this trick directly 

suppressed Ye Guchen Yuanshen. 

However, at this moment. 

Ye Guchen's consciousness space. 

An unyielding, indestructible, terrifying aura of domineering and unparalleled, suddenly rises! 

This is a kind of unwillingness! 

This is a kind of domineering that lives toward death! 

boom! 

Ye Guchen's mind seemed to be opened, and a stalwart figure emerged, standing in the consciousness 

space. 

That figure is simple, and refers to a sword. 

One point out! 

The vast sword intent seems to destroy the universe, and overturn the sky and the earth! 

The reincarnation emperor shadow sacrificed by Xuan Mi began to tremble in front of this stalwart 

figure. 

Then he was directly beheaded by that sword intent! 

Huh! 

At the same time, the outside world. 



Xuan Mi's eyebrows trembled, and he felt a tearing pain! 

His eyebrows were about to split, and blood was flowing down. 

That brow bone was also trembling violently, and there were wisps of cracks on the surface. 

This is an emperor bone that is as strong as an emperor's soldier, and it has cracks. How terrifying! 

"How is this going?" 

This sudden change made everyone on the scene unable to recover. 

At this time, Ye Guchen was already sober. 

He is holding the sword of defeat, with a sword, the Tribulation of All Gods! 

"All Gods Tribulation, all ten directions will be destroyed!" 

Ye Guchen held the blood-stained sword for defeat, and cut it out with a single sword! 

Behind it, as if faintly, a vague and vast figure appeared, making the heavens and the earth horrified! 

As if Shura rushed out of hell! 

Another example is the revival of the Peerless Demon Lord! 

That is a kind of domineering, self-respecting spirit! 

There is also a sense of loneliness that no one is at the top! 

A sword in my life! 

Only for one defeat! 

This is the reproduction of the will of Dugu Sword God! 

Chapter 1429 Emperor Bone Fusion, the ultimate move, Jun Xiaoyao shot, a punch to set the tripod! 

No one thought that the situation would change like this. 

At the last moment, the three young masters of the sea of reincarnation who still had the advantage of 

crushing. 

At this moment, we are facing an extreme crisis! 

"Not good!" 

The expressions of Xuan Li and Xuan Mo both changed suddenly. 

As soon as the Myriad Gods Tribulation came out, the overwhelming sword aura seemed to turn into a 

dragon of sword aura, surging towards them. 

boom! boom! boom! boom! boom! 

The void is full of riots, and the sea of reincarnation below is causing great waves. 



Xuan Li and Xuan Mo both shook their bodies and couldn't help but spit out a big mouthful of blood, 

eyes filled with shock. 

"Dugu Sword God!" 

They couldn't help crying out. 

Dugu Sword God can be said to be a big taboo in the nine days, no one dares to mention it easily. 

Because he rebelled against the priest, he was considered a sinner and rebel of the nine days. 

Especially the several restricted areas that led the great turmoil, I wanted to erase the deeds of the 

Dugu Sword God from nine days. 

It's as if it never existed before. 

Even if it weren't for Jianzhong's hole cards, erasing Jianzhong would cost a price. 

Those few restricted areas might have already attacked Jian Zhong. 

And now, Ye Guchen's sword actually seemed to have inspired the phantom of Dugu Sword God. 

How is this not creepy. 

Most of the younger generation present had never heard of Dugu Sword God. 

But some of the older generation of Nine Heavens monks had a look of surprise in their eyes. 

"Could it be that it is really the one who cannot be mentioned..." 

"No wonder, why didn't Jian Tomb establish Jun Xiaoyao, and Li Ye Guchen is the descendant of Jian 

Tomb. That's what it meant." 

At this time, many people were surprised. 

Why doesn't Jianzhong win over Jun Xiaoyao as a successor. 

In addition to Jun Xiaoyao himself modest. 

There is also the reason that Ye Guchen's origin is also very special. 

"really." 

Jun Xiaoyao is always watching the battle. 

Only under extreme oppression, Ye Guchen's potential will be brought into full play. 

Therefore, Fang Caijun Xiaoyao did not intervene. 

Right now, the three brothers joined forces, and they were all created by Ye Guchen. 

This is beyond everyone's expectations. 

"Big Brother!" 



Xuan Li and Xuan Mo both had extremely ugly expressions, and wiped off the blood from the corners of 

their mouths with one hand. 

The three brothers joined forces and were severely injured by Ye Guchen in the territory of the Sea of 

Reincarnation. 

This is simply a shame. 

"Why, he is..." 

Xuan Mi has been a little dazed up to now. 

Obviously they had the upper hand, but in an instant the situation reversed. 

This is mainly because his reincarnation emperor's shadow was broken and suffered backlash. 

"His origin, could it be..." 

There was a touch of surprise and coldness in Xuan Mi's eyes. 

They control the power related to reincarnation. 

Now, seeing Ye Guchen, he also somewhat understood. 

"Does it really have something to do with the Dugu Sword God? If that's the case, then it must be 

eliminated." 

The killing intent in Xuan Mi's eyes was stronger than ever. 

This is not just about the honor and disgrace of their three brothers. 

It can be said that the Reincarnation Sea and other restricted areas are absolutely unwilling to have a 

second Dugu Sword God in the Sword Tomb. 

"Trinity, form a battle!" 

Xuan Mi said indifferently. 

"Brother, do you still need this trick to deal with him?" 

The other two were surprised, but they felt Xuan Mi's killing intent again. 

Their eyes also became cold. 

The three brothers urged the power of their respective emperor bones at the same time. 

The power of the three emperor bones turned into pillars of light, and rose into the air at the same time, 

and finally merged together in the void. 

Faintly, a colorful and mysterious phantom emerged, carrying a substantive imperial might. 

"Is this going to show his trump card?" 

All the guests present were shocked. 



A Ye Guchen, who actually forced the three young masters of the sea of reincarnation, showed his hole 

cards. 

And what is even more shocking is yet to come. 

But seeing the sea of reincarnation, it turned out to be a huge wave. 

A powerful secret power poured into that mysterious phantom, making its coercion even more 

terrifying! 

"Not only did you sacrifice your trump card, but you also have the blessing of the sea of reincarnation?" 

Seeing this, the eyes of a group of people fell off. 

This can no longer be regarded as cheating. 

It is shameless to the extreme! 

It was not enough for the three to join forces, and they even got the blessing of the sea of reincarnation. 

How do you fight this? 

Everyone is contemptuous. 

But no one dared to say anything on the surface. 

The situation is better than people. 

The world is inherently unfair. 

How can there be so many dignified battles, more often knives are hacked in secret. 

The breath power of the three young masters of the reincarnation sea is completely integrated. 

The three emperor bones were originally of the same origin. At this moment, the power was merged 

into one, and finally a terrifying emperor shadow was sacrificed. 

And most importantly, there is the blessing of samsara sea secret power. 

This is definitely a lore. 

Ye Guchen's eyes were also a lot more solemn, but he was still not afraid. 

call out! 

The terrifying sword light once again tore the world apart. 

But this time, it was not as devastating as before. 

Ye Guchen is very strong. 

It is so strong that it can damage the three young masters of the Sea of Reincarnation at the same time. 

But now, the three of them sacrificed their trump cards, and the emperor bone power was completely 

integrated. 



Most importantly, there is the power of the sea of reincarnation. 

This is simply cheating, and no one dared to say anything yet. 

Huh! 

Under the cover of the terrifying emperor's shadow detective, the emperor's path was filled with 

brilliance. 

Although not as big as the real emperor, covering the sky with one hand. 

But it is far from what Tianzun can carry. 

Even Xuanzun could hardly take this palm. 

Even if Ye Guchen's aptitude is evil, it will take time to develop. 

"Little Leaf!" 

Situ Xue's face was as pale as paper. 

And just when Ye Guchen was ready to take it hard. 

In front of him, a figure of Shengxue in white suddenly appeared. 

"Brother Ye, it's almost done, leave it to me next." 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled indifferently, but his back was shocked. 

In a crash! 

The six visions of the Eucharist come out together! 

Halloween worship! 

The fairy king is coming for nine days! 

Chaos planting green lotus! 

Yin and Yang life and death chart! 

Splendid mountains and rivers! 

Heaven and Earth Profound Gate! 

"Six Dao... Samsara Fist!" 

Jun Xiaoyao held his five fingers, a supreme mighty force that seemed to break the heavens, brewing, 

boiling, and erupting in it! 

Jun Xiaoyao rarely displays the six visions of the Eucharist at the same time. 

Because it is not necessary at all, some are overkill. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao was sacrificed directly. 



Not only that, but also control the six visions with six reincarnation fists. 

The six eucharistic visions can form six reincarnations, which can push all enemies horizontally. 

Coupled with the blessing of the six reincarnation fists, it is just as powerful as a tiger. 

When this punch goes down, the light of reincarnation surging, annihilates the heavens! 

It really makes people wonder who is the evildoer of Samsara Sea in the end. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you!" 

The three Xuan Mi brothers, at the same time with a sense of amazement. 

Jun Xiaoyao's punch is almost like the reappearance of the ancient sacred body, and like the Lord of 

Samsara, he is in charge of all Samsara! 

The vastness of the reincarnation fist directly shattered the phantom of the great emperor. 

The terrifying light of reincarnation impacted in all directions, the world was shaken, and the world 

trembled. 

The entire sea of reincarnation has set off huge waves! 

Huh! 

The sound of vomiting blood sounded. 

Xuan Mi, Xuan Li, and Xuan Mo were blown away at the same time! 

He vomited blood, shattered bones, suffered heavy injuries, and was extremely embarrassed! 

One punch to set the trip, but I am happy! 

Chapter 1430: 1 punch super god's power, the reincarnation Hai Zhun emperor appeared, the sword... 

The sea of reincarnation fell into deathly silence at this moment. 

There is no voice at all. 

Only the surging waves of reincarnation reverberated. 

Many people's minds were blank, and they didn't realize what happened for a while. 

Punch! 

It's really just a punch! 

The three brothers Xuan Mi, who were originally so vast that even Xuan Zun could suppress, had all 

been severely injured. 

Sacrificing the trump card and blessing the secret power of the reincarnation sea is of no use! 

And this was just a punch from Jun Xiaoyao. 

Although the power of this punch is a bit scary. 
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"This, this, this...it's amazing!" 

Kun Lingyu, who was disguised as a man, had her ruddy little mouth wide open at the moment, her eyes 

staring straight. 

Jun Xiaoyao's performance can be said to have stunned her. 

Is it really so fierce? 

"Oh my God, I read it right, this is terrifying!" 

"The tricks of the three young masters of the Sea of Reincarnation before, I am afraid that even the top 

five Tianjiao of the Nine Heavens Dragon and Phoenix Rankings will have to work hard next?" 

"But it was defeated by Jun Xiaoyao with a punch. How terrifying is this?" 

"The Tianjiao of this generation of Immortal Territory is so terrifying, and there is such an anomaly." 

Countless uproars sounded one after another. 

They couldn't help being shocked. 

This is really unexpected. 

You say, even if it's just a fight with dozens or hundreds of tricks. 

The result was a punch and it was gone, which was a bit too much and didn't save people a bit of face. 

"Peerless monster, big evildoer, I am afraid that only the top five tianjiao in the dragon and phoenix list 

can be qualified to fight him." 

"In the beginning, Jun Xiaoyao accepted the engagement with the Qicai Taoist in the Ruins of the Holy 

Spirit. I thought Jun Xiaoyao was suspended." 

"Now it seems that it is indeed hanging, but it is not Jun Xiaoyao that is hanging, but the Taoist Seven 

Colors." 

Jun Xiaoyao's performance stimulated all the nine-day monks present. 

Shocked, dumbfounded, chilled, tremor, all kinds of emotions, and so on. 

"Brother Jun..." 

Ye Guchen was also slightly stunned when he saw this. 

When he was in Jianzhong, he had indeed discussed with Jun Xiaoyao, back and forth. 

It now appears that Jun Xiaoyao is still concealed. 

But Ye Guchen didn't have any jealousy, on the contrary, he had a desire to become stronger. 

"Little Ye Zi, are you okay." 

Situ Xue came to Ye Guchen's side. 



"It's okay, thanks to Brother Jun coming together this time." Ye Guchen said. 

If Jun Xiaoyao didn't come. 

Ye Guchen will definitely lose to the three young masters without saying. 

But even if it can win in the end, it is estimated that the situation will not be particularly good. 

"It is great for Xiao Ye Zi to have such a friend." 

Situ Xue looked at Jun Xiaoyao with gratitude. 

"Jun Xiaoyao..." 

The three Xuan Mi brothers, with blood flowing down their jaws, looked extremely embarrassed. 

They couldn't think of it. 

The three of them teamed up to display their trump cards, plus the blessing of the secret power of the 

reincarnation sea, and they even lost to Jun Xiaoyao. 

But Jun Xiaoyao only punched. 

This kind of frustration is simply indescribable! 

Jun Xiaoyao was much lazy to say something. 

He is here today, except to help solve Ye Guchen's affairs. 

It also means to deter the sea of reincarnation. 

Don't pay attention to him, otherwise it will be unpredictable. 

The next moment, Jun Xiaoyao punched again, wanting to suppress it. 

The expressions of the three brothers Xuan Mi changed suddenly. 

There was a touch of emotion in the pupils subconsciously. 

fear! 

That's right. 

Now they have only one feeling towards Jun Xiaoyao, that is, fear! 

This is simply not an existence they can contend with! 

At this time, a big handprint was stamped, blocking Jun Xiaoyao's offensive. 

"Junior junior, stop here." 

A radiant figure appeared. 

Gu was actually a quasi-emperor of the Sea of Reincarnation. 



"The young ones came and the old ones came. I didn't expect the life restricted zone to be the same." 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled faintly and withdrew his hand. 

He didn't even think that it would be unrealistic to be able to kill three young masters in the territory of 

the sea of reincarnation. 

The Sea of Reincarnation does not eat dry food, it is impossible to sit back and watch the young master 

being killed at the door of his house. 

"Since you have lost, the marriage contract with Girl Situ will be voided." 

Jun Xiaoyao made a sentence and sentenced. 

Xuan Li's face was extremely ugly, as if he was coated with a layer of ash on the bottom of a pot. 

But he didn't say much. 

As for the Patriarch Situ, after seeing the power of Jun Xiaoyao's punch, he dared not say a word. 

Moreover, they should not do anything to the Situ family. 

After all, he has lost such a big face. 

If you vent your anger at Situ's family because of this, you will undoubtedly be made fun of by the 

outside world. 

So this matter is considered complete. 

Situ Xue also shed tears of joy. 

Although Ye Guchen had no expressions all along. 

But the corner of his mouth also showed a smile. 

It can be said that it was Jun Xiaoyao's single-handed help to have such a result. 

Ye Guchen is a person who repays his kindness. 

He has also determined that Jun Xiaoyao is his lifelong confidant. 

This time, Jun Xiaoyao did his best to help him. 

Next time, if Jun Xiaoyao has any needs, Ye Guchen will definitely not hesitate. 

And as a descendant of Jianzhong. 

Ye Guchen's will, to a certain extent, can also be regarded as the will of Jian Tomb in the future. 

In other words, Jun Xiaoyao has completely pulled the sword grave to his side. 

"Today, Jun, I disappointed you all, goodbye." 

Jun Xiaoyao looked around and said lightly. 

The nine-day monks present were all laughing. 



But when Jun Xiaoyao and others were about to leave. 

The reincarnation sea quasi-emperor said indifferently: "I made trouble in the reincarnation sea, just 

leave like this?" 

"Does the sea of reincarnation want to keep me?" 

Jun Xiaoyao's expression is still plain. 

Even the ruins of the Holy Spirit swallowed their breath, so what does the sea of reincarnation want? 

"Why, don't I have the qualifications for Samsara Sea?" Samsara Sea Zhundi said indifferently. 

"Heh... I just hope you can think about it clearly." 

"You should not be more stupid than the group of stone men in the Ruins of the Holy Spirit." 

Even the Ruins of the Holy Spirit knows that now is not the time to provoke the Jun family. 

Samsara Sea, it shouldn't be that stupid yet. 

Not to mention, the sea of reincarnation has another major drawback. 

It was the supreme taboo who was hit hard by Emperor Wushu, who had been sleeping all the time. 

This is the lack of a high-end combat power. 

"Hmph, leave other things aside for the time being, the boxing technique you used before may have 

flowed from the sea of reincarnation." 

"So, you need to stay in the Sea of Reincarnation for the time being, and wait until the investigation is 

clear, before letting you go." The emperor of Reincarnation said coldly. 

Jun Xiaoyao sneered. 

Sure enough, the fox's tail was still exposed. 

This Samsara Sea, it is estimated that I really want to get something from him. 

That's why I tried everything possible to keep him in the sea of reincarnation. 

"In this way, don't all the things about reincarnation belong to your reincarnation sea?" Jun Xiaoyao 

sarcastically said. 

"Of course." Reincarnation Hai Zhun emperor took it for granted. 

"What if the son of God says no?" Jun Xiaoyao said.  

"Then you can only stay in the sea of reincarnation first, and wait for the Jun's house to come to ask for 

someone." 

The breath of Reincarnation Hai Zhun emperor burst out, faintly pressing on Jun Xiaoyao. 

In Ye Guchen's eyes, an astonishing cold light burst out, standing beside Jun Xiaoyao. 



Jun Xiaoyao was in trouble because of him. 

It is naturally impossible for him to leave Jun Xiaoyao behind. 

And at this moment. 

A somewhat lazy voice sounded. 

"I'm sorry, the two little guys in Jianzhong really can't control it, the dignified reincarnation sea 

restricted area, shouldn't it be such a small belly, chicken intestine?" 

Hearing this voice, the face of the reincarnation Hai Zhun emperor was also cold. 

"Sword Tomb, Sword Seven!" 

 


